HELIOS 3D in General
HELIOS 3D is one of the most powerful layout tools for utility scale solar
plants available on the market. It is successfully production proven worldwide for nearly 3 years. Furthermore several Gigawatts of installed peak
power will be completed using HELIOS 3D. Users comment that layouts
and designs done by HELIOS 3D can be completed in a fraction of the time
when compared to traditional methods.
The SQL database framework supports team oriented work in a network
environment and stores all essential basic and project data. Autodesk‘s Civil
3D is the platform CAD system, which includes highly productive functions
for creating and modeling digital terrains, used to complete a broad range
of civil engineering tasks.
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HELIOS 3D automatically places 3D racks, at any given date and time, on
the ground or roof top without any drop shadow for the specified date and
time (Default 21. Dec. at 12:00 am). Several options and parameters let
you develop the layout to your own standards and specific requirements.
All this can be achieved within a fraction of the time normally needed and
with exact calculated and attestable results.

Project Phases
HELIOS 3D supports phase oriented teamwork with its SQL data base
framework (Picture 1).
Project Development
Analysis and evaluation of the terrain, rate of yield
Project Layout
Structuring of the terrain, positioning of PV racks, optimize positioning for
maximum yield,
Project Engineering
Electric layout, Bill of material, list of GPS coordinates, cable lists

Project Development
Evaluation of suitable terrains for solar plants becomes an essential part
in solar project development. Therefore a system that can do this, is of
high value. HELIOS 3D has functions to qualify land with ease, that you
normally would not consider to be in the useable range. With a few mouse
clicks all essential values are checked.
Where to get Terrain Data?
Sources for this information are manifold. For higher accuracy you can
purchase data from local authorities or in the U.S. from the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS). These digital cartographic/geographic data files are produced as part of the National Mapping Program and are sold in different
resolutions.
For higher demands during development STOEHR+SAUER provides a data
service for Western Europe and North America with a higher precision and
a raster width of 6 yards. This data is available within a day (Picture 2).
During the final phase, where precise data is necessary, land survey is the
best way, because you will also get break-lines for fine details. The quality
of the results of our calculations depends on the quality of the terrain data.
Meaningful Terrain Analysis
Meaningful presentations and documentation are just a few mouse clicks
away. The specific characteristics of a terrain can be easily assessed.
HELIOS 3D has comfortable, intuitive analysis tools to achieve this even
in 3D. Marking which parts of the area have north, south, east or west
orientation (Picture 3) helps select optimal areas. The angle of slope analysis (Picture 4) shows where hydraulic ram machines can be used or their
technical specifications are exceeded.
The elevation analysis gives a better understanding of the structure of
the terrain. Additional possibilities come with Civil‘s rain drop analysis, and
slope arrows functionality also show where erosions could take place.

First Results
For the experienced developer it is easy to roughly subdivide the terrain
and set keep out areas for technical equipment or access roads. For a first
estimate in these areas a standard rack is placed and thus a fast potential
installable peak power is obtained. Variations are made quickly and can be
easily evaluated and compared (Picture 5).

Project Layout
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The core functionality of HELIOS 3D is, to place the racks without shadows
casted on them on any suitable terrain. This is done in connection with the
knowledge about the geographical position of the project area and a reference date and time, that defines the actual angle of the sun. To achieve a
shadow free placement, the longest shadow casted in a row is calculated,
and the distance for the next row is set to this value (Picture 6).
The red shadow lines show the influence of the terrain on the layout and
can be interpreted to recognize areas, which could perhaps lead to higher
yield, if they are graded to a better shape.
Defining a Rack
HELIOS 3D is a system for rack oriented layout. The racks, that are spread
over the terrain are defined with a rack wizard, eliminating the need to
manually draw a single line. A rack is defined by entering the data requested by the racking generator. First a PV-module is selected which delivers
dimensions and peak power. Next the physical layout of the modules is
defined in rows and columns and the distance between them. This also
defines the active module area for PVSyst.
Basic dimensions, like the height of the modules above ground, and other
technically limiting specifications are used to create the overall dimensions
of the rack. After this information is entered the wizard will automatically
draw the 3D rack.
The parametric functionality of the rack wizard allows for the rack to be
automatically updated when any of these parameters are changed. As the
parameter for the tilt angle of the module plane is a variable that is defined
in the final project, only one table has to be created.
The database handles all this information and even shorter versions of a
rack can be defined. They can fill up the end of a row with this smaller
rack, if a big one does not fit any more. So the performance ratio of the
area is maximized.
The definition also includes limiting parameters (Picture 8) for maximum
inclination of the module area and maximum side pitch angle. This insures
that racks, that do not match the requirements, will not be used. To give
a more realistic appearance for presentations the rack template can be
enhanced by inserting an additional detailed 3D model (Picture 7).
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Optimizing the Rack Count
To maximize the yield in a given area, with any given combination of layout
parameters, HELIOS 3D has the option to search for the optimal row starting point for a field layout to insure the maximum rack count.
Areas with different statically Requirements
The layout of a plant requires different statically defined racks. The racks
on the perimeter of larger fields have to handle higher wind loads and
need other statically specs than those in the middle of the fields. Also,
varying soil conditions can have an influence on the type of rack that can
be used. Therefore in HELIOS 3D any number of requirement type areas
with different requirements can be defined (wind loads, ramming depth,
number of posts).
This is achieved by drawing polygons to mark the different areas and assigning the defined requirement type to this polygon (Picture 9).
Racks covering different technical specifications for a specific need can
now be assigned to these requirement types. During positioning the placement algorithm then switches to the rack needed for this specific area.

Structuring the Area
For a reasonable layout HELIOS 3D has functions to structure the area. So
areas can be split into fields with a given distance to each other to build
an access road (Picture 10). A polyline is used as the basic tool and a userdefined offset from this line allows road creation on the fly. The resulting
two new fields are automatically registered. To separate areas for inverter
or transformer stations keep out areas can be defined. Various positioning
parameters ensure that any reasonable layout variation is possible. The
shadow control function instantly shows if the variation makes sense. The
positioning function has parameters to meet specific requirements:
Marking of Shadowed Racks
After structuring the area it is easy to generate alternative layouts and
then compare the variations. The project management of the database
keeps track of them. So it is easy to find the most economical solution.
In addition, fine tuning can be achieved because all racks receiving shadow at the specified window of time are clearly marked and indicated by
the magenta hatching (Picture 10). So it is easy to detect these racks, if
positioning was done with fixed row distance or for tables, where shadow
within the racks module area was allowed. This can be used to optimize
the electrical layout. The specific racks can be respected for special electrical cabling to minimize electrical power dissipation.
A statistical overview of the layout notes the percentage of shaded racks.
Object Shadows
The shadows from external or internal objects, (trees, stations, chimneys)
play a big role during layout development. HELIOS 3D has predefined
scalable (dynamic) templates that accommodate most shadow casting
objects. After positioning of the dynamic shadow objects, the shadows
casted from this objects can be calculated. This can be done for a specific
time or for a complete day (Picture 11). The resulting shadow areas are
drawn as polylines and can be registered as keep out areas (Picture 12).
An additional possibility to optimize yield is our 3D export format for the
complete layout.
Export to PVSyst
PVSyst is one of the leading programs for bankable yield calculations. In
most cases this is not achieved on base of the complete project. It would
be too much work to remodel a big and complex 3D model of the final layout. So normally a representative part of the project is used to do the yield
calculation and the total is extrapolated. The drawback of this approach
is the fact, that the real near shading cannot be calculated exactly. With
HELIOS 3D the complete 3D layout of a project can be exported within
seconds and imported into PV-Syst (Picture 13).
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Layout on big Roof Tops
Roof tops are getting more and more in the focus for large scale PV plants.
One of the challenging parts in the workflow for such a project is the construction phase of the roof geometry. In most cases there are no up to date
construction plans for the roof tops. So site measuring has to be done to
obtain the necessary points. In comparison with ground mounted system
layout a lot of additional aspects have to be taken into account. While
landscapes do not have big differences in height, within a short distance,
on roof tops the planes laying side by side can have differences of several
feet or even more. Deriving the precise geometry is essential. The other
aspect is the shadow casted from this geometry and a lot of obstructions
that are present on the roof top or near to it. So getting the shadow planes
casted by internal and external objects is very important.
For all this requirements HELIOS 3D has the right tools. The Roof Top
Wizard (Picture 14) allows easy and intuitive construction of the relevant
planes forming the roof top. It has several approaches to use the information from the site measuring.
The layout for roof tops is quite similar to the ground mounted systems.
After modeling the shadow objects and running a calculation, the projected shadow object geometry (polylines) can easily distinguish areas that
should not be covered by modules (Picture 15).
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HELIOS 3D has functions for flush mounted, ballasted, and penetrating
rooftop applications. The later will be positioned shadow free like the
ground mounted systems. HELIOS 3D takes into account various rooftop
obstructions such as chimneys, skylights, and HVAC systems with the application of shadow objects and keep out zones.
For flush mounted applications HELIOS 3D has as unique tool to define
the physical arrays to cover the roof (Picture 16). After selecting the module and its orientation, arrays of modules can be defined, by setting the
number of rows and columns with the module distance for X- and Y-axis.
The next step is to define the corridors in X- and Y-dimension between
these module arrays. Now the user can simply drag, sweep, and drop the
flush mounted modules onto the rooftop surface. Modules are only placed
within the field perimeter, leaving out the keep out zones.
If necessary, the resulting module arrangement can be easily edited by
deleting modules or sweeping a selection of modules to the necessary
extent.
If penetrating applications are used, all the features for ground mounted
systems are available. So placement is shadow free and can have orientation lines for horizontal or vertical adjustment.

Project Engineering
Electric
After finishing the layout of a PV plant, the next important and time consuming task ist the electrical design. This is a very complex task and needs a
sophisticated and intelligent integrated software solution to be applicable
for the individual layouts. Each company or even the developer has kind
of its own scheme to design an electric layout, so the software should be
as flexible as possible.
To achieve this, a unique concept was developed for HELIOS 3D.
The workflow starts with the definition of several basic structures, describing first an abstract, logical electrical connection. This structure is later
on refined by assigning the specific parameters of physical components
and real world devices. So finally the physical rack layout can be connected
to an electrical cable layout.
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General Concept Definition
The Device Hierarchy (Picture 17) describes the basic electrical structure of the electrical system.
The Device Areas contain the physical, electrical devices (inverter, transformer, ..) with the assigned amount and specific type.
The Cable Trenches describe the distribution of the cable trenches and
the assignment to the fields.
The Layout Zones contain the selection sets which define the assignment
of the specific device hierarchies.
These structures and this multiple possibilities deliver the degree of flexibility, that is necessary for a total individual electrical layout.
The Device Hierarchy
The device hierarchy (Picture 18) describes the logical sequence of the
electrical components from the trunk (grid connection) of the tree to the
last branch (modules). In combination with the sequence and place of
the combiner boxes it defines, whether a central inverter or string inverter concept is used. Combiner boxes can also be stacked to collect their
output to fewer cable connections. Each device is connected by a cable
symbol where the connecting cable specs can be defined. This can be a
list of cables with increasing cross sections. Any number of hierarchies can
be created.
Device Assignment
After the basic structure is defined, the logical devices get their final technical specifications by assigning specific electrical devices with their parameters (Number of connections, max voltage, max. current,..)
These components can be selected from an article database. At the cable
symbol for each connection several cable types with different cross-sections can be assigned (Picture 18). The default cable, that is used for the
initial layout is on top of the list. In a future version of HELIOS 3D, it will
be possible to define the maximum allowed power dissipation, and HELIOS
3D then can check for cable lengths, where this parameter is exceeded. As
a consequence HELIOS 3D will select the specific cable, that keeps losses
within the specs.
A special tool comes with the string configurator (Picture 19). With its
separate dialog box, it is possible to describe not only the physical connection of the single modules on a rack, but also the assignment of the strings
to the inputs of the selected combiner box/string inverter.
With the two modes to define strings “Quick and easy” (rack oriented
mode) or “Expert” (fully individual string design) any requirement for flexibility or speed can be covered. Any number of definitions can be defined
and saved. In Expert mode the string definition need not match the horizontal multiple of modules on the rack, but can have any length necessary
to meet the technical requirements.

Device Areas
The device areas (Picture 21) have two purposes. They are a connecting
element for the definition of trench structures and they contain the type
and amount of electrical devices that will be placed by HELIOS 3D at this
specific area when it assigns the string structure to the physical layout.
The total amount of devices that need to be placed to cover the available
power output is distributed between these device areas.
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Cable Trenches
The cable trenches contain all the cables that transport the power to the
different devices in the electrical chain. The cable trenches are initially
drawn as polylines and have to be registered in HELIOS 3D as trenches.
This creates a special type of object that can be connected to other trench
sections and to the device areas, forming the individual structure necessary for the PV layout. If segments of the trenches are edited (shifted,
shortened, extended) the other trench segments connected to this one
will be automatically adjusted.
The cable trenches have a depth parameter and can be adapted to the terrain contour in 3D. This depth is considered in the cable length calculation
to achieve high precision results.
In future HELIOS 3D will be able to list up all cables running through a
specific Cable trench segment. So it will be possible to calculate even the
necessary size of the trench segments to hold all the cables.
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There is also a visual feedback for the designer to see the status of a segment. Initially after registration as trench the segment shows two circles.
After connecting one end of this segment to a device area it shows a dot
and when the device hierarchy has a completely defined structure, the
connecting point also shows an arrow head pointing in the direction to the
electrical current flow (Picture 21).
The final task is to assign the fields to the trenches that will be used to
contain the cables.
Layout Zones
The layout zones are a special kind of selection sets, (Picture 20) created
to individually assign the string definitions. HELIOS 3D can them automatically or the user can make any selection he needs. They can be edited,
split and connected to contain the individual racks, that should have a
special string definition. The sets have a color assigned to differentiate
between them.
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String Assignment
The next step is to assign a device hierarchy and its string definition to the
selection sets. The result can be seen in Picture 21. The string consists of
two racks shown by the two colored triangles in the upper part of a rack,
pointing to the trench they are connected to. The picture also shows the
two strings in the racks as two lines with the polarity signs. The necessary
combiner boxes a placed near the cable trench and the device area is filled
up to its defined capacity with the devices that collect the power.
In Picture 22 the display of the individual cable containers is switched on
to show the cable segments in 3D. This visual feedback creates confidence
in the way HELIOS 3D is calculating cable length.
In addition a numbering scheme is applied to the strings that can be defined in the device hierarchy tab to keep records how to connect the racks
to the next device.
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Cable Calculation
The electrical structure is derived from the string assignment and the
string definition (Picture 23). It contains the complete connection list and
the length of the cable segments. They are accumulated depending on the
cable type and can be printed in a cable list.
A future option will be to transfer this connection scheme to AutoCAD
Electrical or to AutoCAD ECSCAD to create a complete documentation.

Documentation
Project Overview
To finish a project or to get intermediate information, most of the available
information can be collected for a Project Overview (Picture 24). It contains bill of material information, summed up and also split up for the single
fields in connection with statistical data to give also specific information.
Bill of Materials
The database holds all components and information necessary for the actual mounting structure. The database can handle complex component
lists and assemblies, through which all material can be managed, accessed, and printed. Reports can be documented and printed for specific
substructures, independent parts, or for the entire overview of all project
relevant information.
With respect to the specific substructure of a mounting system, just the
whole assembly or its parts with additional parameters can be printed.
Automated Hydraulic Ram Machine
When defining post positions in ground mounted racking systems the coordinates of the post locations can be exported as GPS coordinates. These
can be directly loaded to a computer controlled hydraulic ram machine
(Picture 26). Nasku GmbH has developed a control system for GAYK Hydraulic Rams, that can read this coordinate list (Picture 25). With a GPS
reference station this system can drive the ram to the predefined ramming
positions with an accurracy of a fraction of an inch. The list contains post
identifier (yellow), the top coordinate of the post (green), the orientation
of the post in gon (blue) and the coordinate on the soil where the post penetrates. With these two coordinates the controller software can calculate
the height of the post above ground.
With this feature HELIOS 3D transfers the layout with unprecedented accuracy to the terrain. The other positive aspect is, that there is no need for
additional land survey to measure the coordinates for construction points
for racks and rows. This results in cost and time savings. This fact also insures that there are no „human errors“ involved by transfering the always
changing row distances from plan to reality.
Assuming good weather and terrain conditions two men are able to drive
about 450 posts within 10 hours with such a specialized machine.
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Minimum System Requirements
Software:
AutoCAD Civil 3D (latest Version)
Windows 7 professional 64 Bit
Hardware:
8 GB RAM, Quadcore CPU > 3 Ghz
Powerful, certified graphics accelerator card
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